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We are currently in a fast moving phase of a process that was 
started more than seven years ago.  By the time that you are 
reading this, the new rule proposals will be being considered by 
the Minister of Transport having been set by CAA.  The plan is 
that these changes will pass into law this year and there have 
been concerns from members about what the effects will be on 
the hobby.  The short answer is, that the aim is, that there will 
be some small updating and minimal change.  The objective is 
to create a new set of rules to cater for the widespread use of 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) so that they can be operated 
safely in higher risk situations, for example, urban areas, whilst 
giving a framework of rules for non-traditional model aircraft 
users of aerial camera platforms.  The new rule set will be Part 
102 rules and it may be that our large models become 
incorporated into this Part.

The rst stage of understanding the current process is 
about terminology.  
• Everything, (man-made) that ies, falls within the denition  

of an aircraft and so we have three types
 Manned aircraft
 Remotely Piloted Aircraft (this includes both model 

aeroplanes and “drones”)
 Autonomous aircraft that cannot be controlled by the 

operator (this includes our free ight aircraft as well as 
very high end equipment)

•   The Ministry of Transport have directed that RPA should not 
be distinguished as being used for commercial or 
recreational purposes and thus all are subject to the same 
sets of rules.   

The changes
There are some changes to Part 101.3 Denitions.  
These include:
• Additional terms to cater for FPV ying such as the role of an 

observer.  
• A change to the denition of shielded operations to enable 

the ying of backyard models within 4km of an aerodrome 
boundary.

• A change to the minimum weight of an aircraft as the 100gm 
level has been overtaken by technology.

A new rule 101.12 which requires operators to be aware of 
airspace restrictions.  In our case, this would include the need 
to know about height limits for operating models and the scope 
of model aircraft danger areas.  Some additional questions 
may be added to the Wings test to cater for this.  Discussions 
have been around how to ensure that people buying aerial 
camera platforms are aware of where they can operate them 
without infringing regulations.  Much of the adverse publicity 
that “drones” attract is due to their operation in unsuitable 
places by people who are ignorant of the current regulations. 
CAA see this education process as the major task to ensure 
safety and compliance.

Rule 101.13 Hazardous operations requires expanding to 
manage tasks such as RPA carrying out aerial top dressing 
operations and operating in urban areas.  There should be no 
effect on our models.  A part of this rule seeks to minimise the 
risks of operating RPA by gaining permission of the people and 
property owners that are overown.  Whilst it is important that a 

Real Estate photographer obtains permission before hovering 
over someone’s garden, it won’t be practical for a power 
company doing a line survey to gain permission from every car 
passing along a road that is crossed by the line.  We are 
working to exempt registered ying sites and land such as 
parks/forest/foreshore from this requirement.

Rule 101.209 will be updated to cater for FPV ying. This 
includes the practice of the aircraft being watched by an 
observer/s to ensure separation from manned aircraft because 
the pilot is viewing from the aircraft and does not have sufcient 
all around vision.  It will also allow for, such as, a Coastguard 
patrol RPA to be own from a xed site out to sea to undertake 
SAR operations.

Part 102 is a new rule set.  Because it caters for higher risk 
operations, it is more detailed in its’ requirements.  Operations 
that could be considered higher risk might include heavier 
aircraft, operating close to groups of people, operating in urban 
areas or dropping material such as chemicals.  It is anticipated 
that to be a part 102 operator both the aircraft and the crew will 
need to meet higher standards than a Part 101 yer.  It also will 
open the way for alternative qualication schemes.  At present 
only manned aircraft pilot qualications and the MFNZ Wings 
badge are recognised by CAA to operate in certain areas, such 
as within 4km of an aerodrome.  This has resulted in some 
clubs being approached by individuals wanting to get their 
Wings but not to become regular club members.  In future, CAA 
are anticipating that commercial enterprises may be 
established to provide and certify RPA training courses and 
qualications.

Summary  
There are still several stages to go through before the new 
rules pass into law and it is hard to predict if any further 
changes will be suggested.  At present, the effect on club ying 
is very small. There is no doubt that very soon all well-equipped 
mountain bikers/snowboarders/kayakers will be accompanied 
by a quad carrying a camera to track and lm them.  Many 
viewpoints will be buzzing with people taking aerial seles until 
they get banned and the Police will have a new form of 
nuisance to control.

The most certain thing is that in ten years’ time there will be 
some commonplace, indispensable function using RPAs that 
we haven’t even dreamed about yet, or perhaps you have and 
you will be topping the rich list in future.



A discussion with our esteemed President, 
lead to this series of articles. I hope you all 
enjoy them and take inspiration from the 
ideas presented.

I also eagerly await others that y, or would 
like to y NDC, to jump in with their thoughts 
and ideas plus, “How they approach” a 
contest that runs for 11 months.

There are many ways to skin a cat and this is 
my way – everyone has their own approach 
but I trust this will tempt some of you to dip 
your toes in the world of competition via the 
fun and supportive NDC world.

With limited building time available I have 
the approach of trying to y as many events 
as possible with one model.

In the early days this never crossed my mind 
– but my mentor, John Templeman, showed 
me the wisdom of this approach. It is 
interesting that my long time ying buddy, 
Graham Lovejoy also thinks this way and 
has opened my eyes to even more ways one 
model can be used.

To start at the very beginning -
One of the easiest and cheapest models to 
build is the humble Catapult or Chucky, 
(Hand Launched Glider (HLG) in new 
parlance). I normally build vintage models 
with my favourite being the Hervat, from 
1936. Initially I ew this in one class, but with 
guidance came to realise it was competitive 
in no less than six different events.

Catapult, Free Flight HLG, Free Flight 
Vintage Precision and Free Flight Vintage 
Duration.

WOW, six events from ONE model costing a 
week to build and maybe $10 if your scrap 
box is empty. As the pundits would say, 
unbeatable value for money and – SUCH 
FUN.

There are two main Joe Hervat designs that 
iers seem to gravitate to. The swept back 

wing from1936 and the 1938 more conventional elliptical tip. I nd the ’36 design 
handles wind a little better, but it is very much a personal choice. At contests you 
will nd a number of different models being own.

 

Above is the plan for Joe Hervat’s 1938 design. This comes from the 1938 Model 
Aeronautics Yearbook by Frank Zaic.

A number of people have found that slightly smaller models y better when 
catapulted. Graham has reduced the ’36 Hervat to 79% and used it for catapult 
and has HLG’d it. Flys fantastic and in the Free Flight / Catapult events in high 
winds put in very respectable times. A bonus was the retrieves were not that far 
meaning a saving in energy.

The photos are of the ’36 Hervat (30 years old and very beaten up but still ies 
well) and the ’38 Huguelet own by myself and Graham Lovejoy.



Well, another issue rolls around and your Editors bag is almost 
empty, so it has to be lled.  Luckily, there have been a few 
interesting things of late. 

Firstly, the topic de jour once again:  Drones or RPAs or UAVs 
or whatever TLA takes your fancy.  CAA has been working on a 
new rule for these, it's CAA Rule Part 102, and, at the same 
time they are cleaning up some historical loose ends in our 
existing model rule, Part 101. A draft was circulated last year 
and submissions were invited until Jan 30 this year. Most of 
you know that there were a number of comments and points of 
view being circulated within various forums. MFNZ worked 
closely with CAA during this process and made a substantial 
submission. Furthermore, 55 others and I did likewise.  The 
draft rule can be found at https://www.caa.govt.nz/rules/nprms
/NPRM_14-01_Part_102.pdf or you can nd a direct link to it, 
from our website, as well as the MFNZ submission in 
response. 

Of course, other forums, magazines, websites, and various 
forms of the mainstream media make pronouncements, 
predictions, opinions, warnings, and even the odd accurate 
article from time to time.  I think I would see about 2 per day, on 
average, so you would have to be living in a mud-daubed hut in 
the Amazon to not understand how your life is going to be 
changed by these devices, or at least that’s what most of the 
pundits claim.  One rather interesting piece was on National 
Radio on January 26.  It appears that a Mr Graham Kessick of 
Masterton was quietly enjoying a cup of coffee in his lounge, 
when he looked up and saw a drone hovering outside his 
window, staring at him. It was his neighbours, it apparently cost 
$1600, with a live video feed, hi-res still camera, etc. He 
immediately complained to the local Police who declined to act 
and stated that:.... “they were expecting complaints, but had no 
policy”  They in turn referred it to CAA, who has not really any 
solid relevant law for this right now, and it's doubtful that they 
might ever have, as this really is a privacy matter than a safety 
one. 

The panel that day, included one of NZs leading 
lawyers/lecturers on Privacy Law, who claimed that if she was 
sunbathing in the backyard and this happened, she would 
somehow knock it down with a hose or kids shanghai, if 

Barry Lennox

possible, and then march the wreckage down to the Police 
station, quoting a number of legal reasons why. 

So, it's clear that privacy is going to be a larger concern with 
“drones” and it will get a lot worse before things settle down. In 
the meantime, there are already a number of privacy 
countermeasures underway, including:

The Rapere counter-drone drone, that can detect and then 
hover over the target drone, then dropping a net to entangle it's 
rotors. Sounds fun, but will probably lead to a counter-counter-
drone or dare I say it,   “Drone Rage, or it might even escalate 
into “Drone Wars” ?

There is a fellow in the UK looking at re-training falcons to go for 
drones, instead of their usual fare of rabbits, squirrels, and 
mice, etc. 

In the USA the Oklahoma Senate Judiciary Committee 
approved, by 6:4,  a bill, SB492, that provides "civil immunity 
for damage or destruction of a drone on personal property."   It 
remains to be seen if this State law runs foul of Federal law, 
nobody seems to be quite certain how this might unfold, as US 
constitutional law is a convoluted and complex subject. 

Then there's the good old traditional USA way, just take up your 
12 gauge and blow it outa the sky. That has already happened 
twice now, and I'd wager there will be quite a few more. 

In a more collaborative and reasonable manner, a number of 
manufacturers have signed up for a service, the NoFlyZone, 
this allows homeowners to input their addresses to keep the 
airspace above their homes drone-free. NoFlyZone.org 
registers each address along with its GPS coordinates, which 
are then relayed to drone manufacturers to create an electronic 
geofence around the home and so renders their products 
unable to y over any listed property.  Not all manufacturers 
have signed up to this however. 

This drone infestation sounds like the mythical ancient Chinese 
curse that says  “may you live in interesting times” 
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However, please now pay attention to a much more serious 
and dangerous matter.  LiPo induced res.  There has been a 
number (far too many) of these, and in most cases, the root 
cause is unknown. The charger has been a well-proven and 
reliable one, no operator error seems to have been made, the 
battery was not damaged or “puffy” and had been safely 
charged for many times. These are rare events, but the 
consequences can be devastating.  This is exactly what 
happened in the most recent case. A reliable charger was left 
attached to a relatively small LiPo (3cell 2200mAh) and it 
caught re sometime later. Luckily, it was in a detached 
modelling shed, and the re did not propagate outside the 
shed, nevertheless, it caused $60,000 worth of damage and 
destroyed many models, tools and accessories, as well as 
requiring the shed to be demolished and rebuilt. 

Barrie Russell of the Hawkes Bay Radio Flyers, has written this 
up in his club newsletter and I hope it will also get published 
here.  But here's a couple of pictures of the damage:  The white 
patches on the oor in one of the pictures are foot-prints in the 
soot !

Given the devastating outcome, Barrie, and others, were 
determined to avoid any risk of this happening, and considered 
various measures. The rst plan was to use an old stripped out 
microwave oven as a safe container for charging, and so did a 
couple of tests. However, the last test, admittedly a bit on the 
extreme side, but still very feasible, proved the old microwave 
oven solution to be utterly inadequate. The LiPo exploded, 
blew the oven door open and a fair old re-ball came rolling out. 
It would be terrifying, and depending on what was nearby, 
might become almost immediately uncontrollable.   So, that 
has forced a substantial rethink. Barrie and others, including 
myself, now consider the only 100% safe solution is to charge 
these outdoors where an exploding LiPo and it's reball can do 
little harm. 

You really ought to take  5 minutes and view his experiments 
and this spectacle at his excellent website. Its at 
http://www.mfhb.org.nz/joomla/  and see the “Current 
Newsletter”  Consequently, Barrie has now arranged an 
external charging box against a re-resistant wall, with 
extension leads being fed out through a window.  I took a 
slightly different approach and have arranged a 12 volt outlet 
socket in the wall of the shed, so that the charger can simply be 
plugged into this, and the battery ends up outside on a gravel 
driveway. An explosion will merely frighten the cat, and I.   

Everybody will develop a solution that suits their shed and 
house layout, but it has to be something that will deal with an 
exploding LiPo battery and the reball that comes with it. On 
the other hand, if brave, you could continue playing Russian 
Roulette, to be sure, your odds of surviving are better than the 
traditional 1 in 6 ! 

But, technology marches on, and things might get worse yet.  
There is not a huge amount of Lithium on Earth, and we are 
chewing through it.  Furthermore, it's not equally distributed 
around the planet. Much of it is in Bolivia, Chile, China and 
Australia as well as some small more akey ones. These have, 
or are about to, worked out that they are sitting on a goldmine, 
and it will pay to control the mining and sale of lithium so as to 
give them all a ne pension fund!

Electric cars will of course compound the problem, and so the 
race is on for an alternative, and there is one, that is Sodium, it 
is massively more plentiful, and cheaper, than Lithium. The 
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earth contains around 23,000 parts per million (ppm) of 
Sodium , and only 17ppm of Lithium. Sodium will produce cells 
with a lower capacity than Lithium based ones. They do exist 
now for special applications as Na-ion cells, but are currently 
less capable, and not capable of fast charges or discharges, 
and have even more safety concerns than LiPo cells. 
Nevertheless there’s a few manufacturers who are working on 
these shortcomings and claim they are solvable. Sodium is 
much more reactive than Lithium, some may recall 3rd form 
Chemistry experiments where the chemistry teacher dropped 
a small piece of Potassium, Sodium, Lithium and Calcium into 
water to demonstrate the different reactivity of the common 
alkali metals. Potassium was spectacular, Sodium pretty 
impressive and Lithium a bit boring. Calcium did nothing of 
note.

And now, lets take another jaunt down an old well-travelled 
road, ie: another new beaut battery that promises amazing 
advances and performance, this week!  The latest is a “double-
carbon” job, with both anode and cathode made from Carbon. 
Well that’s a relief as Carbon as fairly plentiful (1800ppm) and 
maybe it will serve to soak up all the Carbon we are emitting, 
thus leading to anthropogenic global warning. 

The battery maker’s claims are many; faster charge times, 
greater capacity, longer vehicle range, greater number of 
charge-discharge cycles and less volatility than conventional 
lithium-ion batteries.  It all sounds like it’s too good to be true, it 
probably is, but I’m keeping a semi-open mind.  I’m not sure if 
I’d put money into their stocks, would you? But, here’s the 
problem, I’m still kicking myself for not buying Microsoft stock 
at its IPO in 1986. Just one stock for $21 is today worth 
$12,100.  

The inventor/developer PowerJapan Plus, claims 10 ten years’ 
of development of its battery, but right now they are very 
guarded on details. The company has a webpage telling us a 
little about its “Ryden Dual Carbon Battery” and claims it uses 
both a carbon anode and carbon cathode made from modied 
organic cotton bres.  Well if nothing else, the organic cotton 
bit will make our Green party ecstatic. 

Lastly, a bit of whine from me. Last year I spent some time in 
Germany, and after a glowing review in one of the UK model 
mags, I decided that the small Multiplex SX 16 transmitter 
would be perfect for some of the models I y. So, I found a 
brilliant “local” model shop, in a village, behind the old tractors 
and silage pits, and bought one. It's rather nice, small and light, 
runs for 24 hours on 3 AA cells, it has an internal antenna and 
some cute, easy to use and well-considered features on the 
Tx-human interface.  You can see a picture of it here, with a 
matchbox for scale. 

The manual is comprehensive, well-laid out and authored by a 
person with an excellent command of English (and several 
other languages, I presume, I can't read Spanish, Dutch, 
French, et al !)  Given that Germany is not really an English 
speaking country, this is a superb example most Chinese 
manufacturers should copy. They seem to copy just about 
everything else, and so I really have to wonder why they 
cannot copy useful and intelligible manuals ?  

So, what’s the problem? Well the price in Germany (with a 
receiver) was Euro 82, and that equated to about NZD 126. 
The price here is NZD 290. Now I have heard, and know, all the 
usual arguments about us idiot deep-pocket modellers 
knocking the LHS, how GST and freight adds on bucketloads 

of costs, how NZ retailers have special expenses, etc, etc. But 
this does seem a wee bit excessive to me.

But, I don't know where its manufactured, maybe Germany, 
maybe in Asia. Nevertheless freight around Europe is not free.  
And yes, GST is applied to a NZ retailers cost, but the German 
GST will come off rst for export orders, and that’s 19% 
compared with our 15% and then, presumably German 
retailers are happy with their mark-up, or seem to be,  So, in 
summary, 

Certainly, yes.  The freight and various other charges and fees 
by Customs, etc, will add a little. But the GST is less.  German 
retailers will be making a fair and reasonable prot, NZ 
retailers should not expect to make any more. Germany is not 
known as a cheap or wage-slave country, so I just don't get it.

So I suppose we can all draw our own conclusions on why its 
2.3 x times the German price, I have mine, but see, I'm just a 
dumb engineer, I know little of retailing, advertising, 
marketing, and similar occupations. So I'd like to see an exact 
dollar and cents breakdown of this. Who can or will provide it? 
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Michael Taylor

A few international events for free ight power duration model 
aircraft were own in the early 1950s.  However it was the World 
Championships of 1953, 1954 and 1955, held in conjunction 
with the Wakeeld Trophy for rubber-driven models, that really 
established this series of contests.  At Craneld, England, in 
July 1953, 13 nations took part.  Dave Kneeland of USA won the 
event, with three ights in excess of ve minutes, ahead of 
George Fuller of the British home team who made 13:18s 
without a single maximum score.  USA and Britain also topped 
the team results.  The contests then went to the States in 1954, 
where they were billed as the World Model Air Olympics and 
own at Suffolk County Air Force base on Long Island, New 
York.  Here the United States retained the team trophy and 
provided the individual winner Carl Wheeley whose ve-ight 
score of 844s including three 180 second ights.  The British 
team, dependent on proxy iers, nished in fourth place.  The 
World Championships next moved to Germany in 1955, where 
the venue was a USAF base.  This contest, in ideal conditions, 
produced a y off where Michael Gaster of Britain out-
performed Francisco Stajcer of Argentina by 313s to 175s.  The 
third competitor, Bryant Jones of Canada, was eliminated with a 
15.2s engine over-run.

John Sheppard with his 1960 World Championship winning 
model seen on the occasion of the 1986 Moffett Trophy 
commemorative contest with Vern Gray and Bert Pond who 
proxy-ew Vern's model in 1936.

WORLD CHAMPS. FREE FLIGHT
 POWER will be own in England 

from July 30th to August
 2nd

1960.   If nances permi
t and contestants are pr

epared to send two model
s New

Zealand may enter a team
.  This will be decided 

at the Nationals.

New Zealand’s power iers had 
been able to fol low these 
developments only through 
reports in the model magazines, 
although, ever hopeful, we 
accepted and appl ied the 
current FAI specications for 
contests at home.  Stressing that New Zealand should keep in 
step with International power events, as was already the case 
with Nordic glider and Wakeeld rubber-powered categories, 
the NZMAA Council introduced the new FAI Gas (i.e. Power) 
Class for national competition in 1954.  The rules linked the 
allowable wing area and all-up weight of the aircraft to the 
engine capacity, with a limit of 2.5cc and a motor run of 15 
seconds.  As to ying, the model had to rise-off-ground and 
must have a three-point contact with terra rma in the take-off 
attitude (which was often achieved by means of a single 
undercarriage leg together with twin ns).  Five rounds with 
maximum ights of three minutes formed the contest.  In the 
case of a tie, the winner was to be decided by a y-off of 
unlimited ight time.  The rst power event according to these 
rules occurred at the Hamilton Nationals of New Year 1955 and 
was won with a time of 516s against a possible score of 900s 
by Henderson of Levin.  Performances were higher in both 
Nordic glider and Wakeeld rubber-powered duration contests 
of that year, won respectively by Laurie Ackroyd of Hawera with 
739s and Brian McElwain of Wanganui with 746s.  John 
Sheppard, who was later to gain prominence in international 
competition, emerged as the winner of the Payload contest 
during those Nationals.

It was not until 1960 that New Zealand sent a team to the World 
Championship for power duration model aircraft.  Likely 
reasons for the delay include the cost and risk involved in 
sending expensive machines overseas and doubts about the 

ability of proxy iers to tune and coax the best performance 
from the engines under their charge.

When the time came, NZMAA Newsletter 59/5 carried the 
following notice:

Subsequently, in Newsletter 60/1, the dream was made real: 
‘An FAI Power team will be sending planes to the World 
Champs.  The team is John Winn, Noel Hewitson, and John 
Sheppard who is already in England and will arrange proxies.’

Flying rules for the 1960 championship had been debated at 
the preceding FAI conference held in Paris, when Britain had 
suggested 7 ights of three minute maxes and, in the event of a 
y-off, a maximum xed on the day.  New Zealand, represented 
by John Sheppard, took a contrary position and proposed 
continuing the 180s maxes, together with an early start so that 
a y-off might not be needed.  This procedure was adopted.  As 
it transpired, John Sheppard himself was involved in an 
extraordinary series of extra rounds during the actual contest 
which closed only when bad light prevented further ights. John 
became joint winner and remains our sole world champion in 
free-ight events, although several other individuals have 
come close. 



A slightly late report on the very successful 
Vintage RC competition at the 57th 
Nationals held at Waharoa Domain.  Some 
iers thought the site was a little cramped 
however most seemed happy with 
conditions and the atmosphere very social.   
The weather was the best I Have own in 
since my rst in 2010.     Unfortunately due 
to ying FF in the morning meant not getting 
to the RC site until 1.30 or so therefore 
missing a lot of the best ights done by the 
competitors in the morning. The rst day 
i n v o l v e d  R C  P r e c i s i o n  w h i c h  i s 
undoubtedly the most exciting of all the 
events and the most popular. I think 24 
entered and 20 put in scores.  There were 9 
who qualied for a very successful y off. 
With a take off every 45 seconds, this 
ended with a 2 way tie so another y off 
stretching the nerves a bit. David Gush won 
with a perfect score and I touched in a in a 
second behind. The second event for the 
day was IC duration also a good eld of 12 
or so, the second most popular event.  
Bernard Scott won this with a max.

The second day involved 3 events including my favourite, the 
½ A Texaco. This was a bit of a op for me as I left the wing for 
my No 1 model in the wall rack at home. Also included was ½ E 
Texaco about 10 entries and 4 or 5 in the y off.Wayne 
Cartwright won out here with a very streamline drag free 
“almost” smooth ying machine called the Arrow Nut, more 
than doubling the qualifying time of 12 minutes.  Once again I 
dribbled into 2nd spot.  Next was E Duration with 10 entries.  
David Gush won out in a y off with Wayne Cartwright.  I would 
like to mention here that David was ying a rather battered and 
bent Miss Fortune X. He did nd some good air but I would 
highlight good equipment in the model with the use of a Red 
Back Racing 25 a very powerful and rugged power plant 
supplied and set up by JR Airsail.    

The third day was E Texaco 6 entries, A Texaco 9 entries Angus 
McDonald won E Texaco with a perfect score ying a very nice 
Eight Ball. Followed by the A Texaco which when nally I 
managed to head the eld.  Conditions were perfect so missing 
two spot landings was slack.     

The last day of competition for Vintage RC, with the two least 
popular events but I should not overlook Classical E Duration 
with 6 entries a little more popular. Ian Munro made a great job 
of wining Open Texaco with a very good looking model -  The T 
D Coupe looks and sounds great powered by a Brown Junior.   
The E Rubber event should I feel should be a lot more popular 
than it is. They really look great doodling around so gently.    
David Gush won this with out much competition. This is the 
most relaxing of all the events I feel, though it would be a little 
difcult in strong wind due to the light wing loading.  The other 
classical event, Classical E Duration competition was won 
deservedly by Don Mossop. The other Classical event IC 
Duration, not as popular as Classical E duration but 5 or 6 
entries, won by Wayne Cartwright just, with Dave Thornley 1 
point behind. I suppose some mention should be made of the 

misadventures suffered over the 11 events. I as far I know 
there was four.  Ian Munro, with his Simplex in A Texaco - due 
to reaching a great altitude, then losing sight of the model, then 
it fortunately it hove into view in time to get a line on it when it 
landed so it was thankfully recovered. Bernard Scott was not 
so lucky with his E Rubber model  -  being light and low 
powered he was not able to combat the westerly wind and 
even with a line on it where it was thought to have landed 
which was most likely in the large patch of maize as it was 
never found. The 3rd model was a Red Zepher that was 
attracted to a tall tree and recovered by a very agile climber.    
The 4th model was a Reg Truman Tex 39 own in A Texaco by 
David Gush which severed communications after 3 minutes 
and spiralled down from above at about 1000ft on to the road 
200m to the west of the ying eld.   Luckily, no damage to any 
property and very little to the model, proving that miracles do 
occur.    

Overall a very successful Nationals. Wayne Cartwright in his 
role as CD plays a very important part with his forceful energy 
and enthusiasm in the promotion of Vintage RC in the Central 
and Northern part of the North Island. The future looks bright 
and we look forward to the 68th Nats with considerable 
interest. .  
 
On another note, the AVANZ NEWS which Graham Main has 
put in many hours of excellent work to produce a very 
informative publication full of the sorts of info  needed to 
encourage new blood and Bernard Scott for taking over the job 
and because of his enthusiasm for Vintage must keep the 
momentum going. 

John Butcher



The 2015 F3A Trans-Tasman competition was run in 
conjunction with the Australian Masters and was hosted by the 
Charles Kingsford Smith Model Aircraft Club at Pitt Town, New 
South Wales. The eld was located 50km west of the Sydney 
CBD and about an hour by motorway from Sydney Airport.

The New Zealand team was Hamish Galloway, Ross 
Craighead, Anthony Hall, James Danby and Brian Dooley. 
Hamish ew in the Masters F3A class and the other four pilots 
competed in the F3A class. Australia had not had a team trial 
for this event so it was decided their team would be the top 
placing Masters pilot and the four highest placing F3A pilots. 

There were 14 competitors in F3A and 8 in the Masters class. 
Hamish, Anthony and Ewan departed from Wellington and 
James from Auckland, on Tuesday 3 March. Ross & I ew out 
on Wednesday. Brian Dooley (resident in Australia) kindly 
arranged for the NZ Team to practice at his local ying club eld 
at Fletchers Lane, Nowra, NSW.

Thank you to Shoalhaven Model Aero Club for allowing us that 
privilege.

On Friday the APA organisers allowed any competitors to have 
two practice ights on the competition eld, which the NZ yers 
took advantage of. More ights could be had by anyone once 
pilots had completed their two ights.

Pilots brieng was held on 
Saturday morning at 8.30am 
t h e n  c o m p e t i t i o n   y i n g 
commenced at 9am. Advanced, 
Expert and F3A classes were 
own off two parallel ight lines 
and Masters ew on only one 
line. The eld was smooth, 
closely cut grass and the pit area 
has a large covered concrete 
surface with trestles and seating. 
Gazebos were erected for 
shelter for the Judges and 
competitors on the ight line.

Jason Sparks is the APA Contest 
Director and ran a very efcient 
competition. The weather was 
perfect with no wind and the 40 
entrants ew six rounds over the 
three day competition. Pilots also 
judged either 4 or 6 rounds.

Brian and James put in very 
good, consistent rounds. The 
number of practice ights they’d 
had and being familiar with their 
Nuance models, clearly proving 

Top: Ross Craighead on the ready line with his new BJ Craft ESSENCE
Middle: Anthony Hall in the ready box for Flightline 1with Peter Bailey and caller James Danby
Bottom: NZ 2015 F3A T/T Team (Left to Right)  Anthony Hall, James Danby, Ross & Noeline 
Craighead, Hamish & Ewan Galloway and Brian Dooley
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their effort. Ross and Hamish ew their new BJ Craft Essence 
models and also ew consistent but unfortunately got zero’s for 
the same manoeuvre in three out of the four preliminary rounds. 
The spin became a menace for Hamish and the stall turn was 
Ross’ undoing.

The Australian F3A World Champs team competed in the 
Masters class which I had the pleasure of judging. Having seen 
and judged these pilots on previous occasions, the hard work 
and practice that Glen Orchard has been doing with his 
Accuracy bipe was evident. Some nice manoeuvres and a 
varied range of ying styles was own by the pilots in a very 
open sky.

There was a range of very nice models and designs ~ mostly 
mono wing with only two models not being electric.

A competition dinner and the APA AGM was be held at the 
Lynwood Country Club on the Saturday night. A very pleasant 
venue and the quickest AGM I think I’ve ever attended.

The nal results were extremely close, both for the Team 
placing but especially for the Individual place. All six rounds had 
to be counted for Glen Orchard and Brian Dooley to determine 
the Individual winner. Congratulations to the Australians for 
retaining the Team trophy and to Glen for taking out Individual 
rst place. Well done to our Team who will have denitely 
beneted from the experience.

THANK YOU, to Charles Kingsford Smith Model Aircraft Club 
for their magnicent eld, to Jason Sparks and the APA for a 
great comp, to MFNZ and the Aerobatics SIG for their 
contribution to the team, to the ‘cooks’ for the B+E brekkies and 
BBQ lunches and a huge “Thank You” from the NZ Team to 
Brian Dooley for all his assistance and for ying on our team !
We look forward to the next challenge.

Cheerz

Noeline Craighead
NZ Team Manager ~ 2015 Trans Tasman

Top:  James and Anthony judging Expert class
Middle:  NZ Team at Prize Giving with APA members and winner 
Glen Orchard
Above:  Brian Dooley – 1st F3A
Left:  James Danby – 2nd F3A



The New Zealand Jet Modellers Associations (NZJMA) 
Tokoroa ANZAC Jet meeting 2015 has been and gone for 
this year. Wow - what a blast! This is our hallmark event of 
the year, and gets its ANZAC title from the Australian 
contingent that come over from the West Island to y with 
us.

There were 50 pilots including 13 Aussies and a total of 80 
planes & helis registered for the 3 day event. It was held over 
the weekend of 13/14/15 Feb which coincides with Valentines 
day (but Honey - surely you’d like to stand around in a barren 
aireld with sweaty guys that wreak  of JetA1 for an entire 
weekend!?)

We were spoilt with the weather, and luckily had some cloud 
cover as otherwise it gets mighty hot standing in an exposed 
aireld for hours on end in the baking heat. The wind was 
directed predominantly straight down the strip, which made life 
easier for the pilots.

Friday was setup day, the aireld was closed and Notam in 
place. Its always interesting to see what secret projects have 
been completed and unearthed for their showing at this event. 
This year we were not disappointed with new & exciting 
projects. Two that stood out for me were a 4metre long F104 
Starghter (“The Widowmaker”) and also a 30kg Kamov KA32 
coaxial scale model of the Russian full size helicopter.

The facilities at Tokoroa were fantastic, and reect the huge 
amount of effort and preparation that the organisers put in to 
making this a memorable event for all to enjoy.

Saturday is the public day, and the local Air Cadets had their 
bbq roaring away providing the many punters with sustenance. 
This is Tokoroa ATCs biggest fund raising event of the year, to 
help the kids get into ying programs and is a great way for us to 
feed some of our success back into the local community. Many 
sausages & burgers were consumed. Lots of families were on 
hand to witness some excellent ying skills, and to see the 
many models on display. The towns Mayor even came for a 
visit, and the locals appreciated the show.

Unfortunately the MIL24 Heli ran out of fuel during a demo, and 
a heavy autorotation ensued. The damage was not too serious. 
No matter how meticulous we are in our planning, mistakes can 
happen, and the post-crash analysis determined that even 
though the pilot physically checked the tanks contents, he saw 
what he wanted to see, ie full tanks - however they weren’t full 
of course.

EALZ AW NE DN
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Top:  Karl Hansen and support crew with his 30kg KA32 heli 
Bottom:  Craig Abbotts ¼ scale Airworld F104 Starghter 
powered by AMT Olympus turbine. F104 Starghter being 
manually taxied. You know your models are big when it dwarfs 
your pitcrew! 



Matthias Strupf once again made the trip to NZ from Germany 
to assist Carl Hansen with the setup and tuning of the new 
KA32 heli. The new heli is an impressive beast, weighing in at 
30kgs dry, powered with a 12kw 2stage turbine producing 16 
shaft horsepower. Its coaxial 3 bladed head spans 2.5m and 
runs at 830rpm. It holds 6.5litres of JetA1 fuel.

We had the use of a 4x4 quad & trailer as a recovery vehicle 
thanks to a local Tokoroa club member and this sped up the 
return of models from not so graceful out landings.

The traditional Saturday night Pilots dinner was a catered 
event held at the Tokoroa Events Centre. Approximately 70 
people went to the dinner, and great food and camaraderie 
was enjoyed. The stories got taller as the night wore on, and 
the Aussie vs Kiwi rivalry & banter was in full swing.

Various ying competitions & challenges were performed over 
the weekend and these are always good fun to attempt.

The spot landing was won by Rene Redmond. However one 
modeller thought that a vertical descent into the landing box 
would score well. The sacrice of his models undercarriage 
didn’t help his score though!

Target Speed Competition. We had the radar gun out, and 
set the pilots a  This is harder to  target speed of 160km/h.
achieve consistently than you’d think. Lew Woods managed to 
shoot 159km/h so he was the winner of this challenge. Stuart 
Hellyer clocked 322km/h with his Composite ARF Flash jet, but 
I think he was just showing off!

The best sport model prize was won by Rob Eppleston from 
Australia. Rob couldn’t take the smoke oil that he won back to 
Aus unfortunately.

Best scale was won by Colin Austen with his scratch built ¼ 
scale Panther.

Best heli was an easier choice, and Carl Hansens KAV32 took 
rst place

Best newcomers prize, a rst for this year and this was won 
by Barry Parker.

Pilots choice was won by Craig Abbott for his new F104 
Starghter. This model is a ¼ scale Airworld kit and is 4.3m 
long. It is powered by AMT Olympus turbine producing 55lb 
thrust and the model itself weighs 24.5kg dry. 

As this event is continually growing in size, there is now serious 
paperwork to be completed and several hoops had to be 
jumped through shall we say. It could not be run without a lot of 
behind the scenes work from the organisers, and the support 
of our sponsors.

Top to Bottom: 
Viperjet in McLaren F1 scheme, in the background an Airworld 
1:2.5 scale ASK21 Glider, 24kgs, 6.8m span powered by Kingtech 
140 engine. 
Skymaster Viperjet 
Comp ARF Eurosport in splendid Swiss scheme 
Pete McGregor’s Jetcat P200 powered 1/4 scale Skygate Hawk 
A pair of scratch built Panthers by Colin Austen & Alan Dick , with 
a 1/4 scale Hawk landing in the background 



We must thank the South Waikato District Council, CAA and 
Model Flying NZ for their assistance in getting this meeting 
sanctioned.

Our Australian friends really enjoy this event, and we 
appreciate the commitment they make to come over and play 
with us. This is quite a costly and logistical commitment to 
make and is a great opportunity to see and compare with what 
is going on outside our own backyard. 

Model Flying NZ & Air New Zealand have a procedure in place 
that assists our international travellers exceptionally well when 
travelling with their models, so this makes the trip far easier. 
Most of the Aussie visitors have given indication they will be 
back again in a couple of years. 

The aireld cleanup operation began after the Sunday 
prizegiving and it was very pleasing that a lot of guys pitched in 
to assist thanks.

Now to the thankyou list:
Stu Hellyer and Chris Pickering put countless hours into 
preparation for the weekend and Chris picked up a double 
workload in the last week due to Stus overseas work 
commitments
Brian Borland was the Flightline Director.
South Waikato Council for mowing the lawns and for the use of 
the aireld of course
Tokoroa ATC for looking after the bbq and gates.
Paul Buckrell printed all the name tags and Alan Dick 
organised the swapmeet
Overnight hangar facilities were once again provided by Henk 
Meerkerk (thanks very much Henk).
There were a lot of others who helped out throughout the event 
- Ron Wilson & Dave Hodges scrutineered models and Ron 
organised the Saturday night catered event. Many others 
helped out with Flightline marshalling duties etc. A big thanks 
to you all.

Lastly a big thanks must go to our sponsors who donate their 
prizes. The generosity of these sponsors help with attracting 
pilots to the event and is greatly appreciated.

Have a look at our website www.nzjma.com for details of our 
next meetings and feel free to come along for a look.

Photos of the event are here: 
http://sengle.smugmug.com/Hobbies/Events/Tokoroa-
ANZAC-2015/Peter Agnew from Australia bought over his trusty Comp ARF Mig 
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All members welcome but please advise the Secretary if you are 
attending. Helps to ensure we have enough seating.

For those that cannot make it but wish to be heard there is a Proxy 
voting form on page 6. It would be appreciated if these can be sent 
to the Secretary by March 30th so they can be entered into the 
system,  saving time on the day. Emailing a scanned copy is okay 
but please ensure your Proxy brings the original with them.

Most members give their Proxy to the Secretary or Area Rep but 
you can appoint any attending member.

The person with your proxy can be instructed in a number of 
ways.
Some let them vote how they wish or on their personal decision 
on a topic on the day.

Others want a vote placed in a set way, i.e. For or Against a motion 
or remit or to vote for a particular member for council if more than 
one candidate.

These instructions need to be entered on the lower half of the 
Proxy Form. This ensures your wishes are complied with.

If anyone has any questions please contact the Secretary who is 
here to help.



The seventeenth annual Warbirds over Awatoto at Model 
Flying Hawkes Bay on Waitangi weekend in early February 
turned out to be one of the most successful.  The weather on 
Friday 6th set-up and practise day was a bit dodgy with 
moderate breezes, but Saturday and Sunday were picture 
perfect, hot and light winds all weekend.  Fifty-six pilots 
registered with well over 100 aircraft covering all facets of 
world wartime.  We were well supported by the visiting public 
and trafc control and parking was ably done by the Hasting 
ATC squadron.  The Wardley and Hiscock families again 
manned a very successful barbecue kitchen and kept pilots 
and public well fed and watered over the weekend. 

n the "ofce" the weekend was under the control of CD 
“Rowdy” Botherway, who in his quiet  way elicited good 
cooperation from members for the many tasks needed to run 
an event of this magnitude.  He was ably backed up by Alex 
Wardley on the computer/registrations desk and Rob Lockyer 
running the PA/Communication  and Sound System and Ryan 
on the Flightline.  Many thanks to all those who put their best 
foot forward, this is very much a club project and the nancial 
benets from the weekend ow into all members’ pockets by 
way of subsidising club subscriptions. 

Pilots brieng was early Saturday when the rules of the game 
are laid down. Cooperation was great and like aircraft were 
own together, interspersed with demonstration ights from 
some of the more notable models.

It was noticeable the number of larger aircraft and less smaller 
“foamies” this year with some remarkable new models on the 
scene.  In particular, Tony Withey’s Enforcer,  an aircraft 
developed by Piper USA in 1971 as their alternative to the 
Bronco, using a modied P-51 airframe equipped with a 
turboprop power plant.  Two were built but the US Government 
didn't embrace the concept.  Tony modied a COMP ARF 
composite P-51 kit and tted a P60 Jet Cat SDT5 Turboprop 
turbine unit driving a 26x12 propeller. With the motor turning at 
175,000rpm the prop speed is around 6,000rpm and the sight 
and sound is magnicent.  Tony only completed his 
certication ights on Saturday evening, so Sunday was the 
rst time for public demonstration much to the pleasure of all 
those watching.

Top to bottom: 
Peter Brown’s Vampire on nals.
Pilot Brieng.
Tony Withey’s turbo prop Enforcer & 1/3 scale Tiger Moth.



Stepping back in time Tony also had his DH82 Tiger Moth 
which he modelled after ZK-BAT which was owned by his 
father's top dressing rm, Air Contracts Ltd, and as a 
seventeen year-old Tony learnt to y in its stable-mate. The 
business operated from Hood Aerodrome in the fties and was 
eventually sold to James Aviation.  This model is built from a 
Balsa USA Kit, is 1/3 scale and is powered by a G38 petrol 
engine with a Tony Clarke geared reduction unit, allowing it to 
swing a large prop.  Flies like a pussycat according to the pilot, 
just like a real one.  Tony has paid a lot of attention to detail with 
the working front cockpit hopper and simulated rib stitching etc.

Great to welcome back Colin Austen’s magnicent Beechcraft 
after it’s near total loss a couple of years back, and his Panther 
turbine is always a great sight, especially when seen ying in 
conjunction with Pete Brown’s Vampire.   Great to see the 
Vampire back in the air and performing as well as ever, a great 
sight.  Pete was lucky not to lose it at last Warbirds when the 
tail pipe became dislodged, jamming the elevator servo and 
nearly being destroyed by re.  Great to have you aboard 
Guy’s, your contribution’s as always are greatly appreciated by 
all here at MFHB.

John and Adam Butler brought their electric eet for all to enjoy.  
The Spitre is a Mark 9E and built from an Avetek Kit at 1:5.5 
scale.  The fuselage is composite from a mold built by Neil 
Schroeder and is a masterpiece of detail with even the 
threaded nuts faithfully reproduced on the scale exhaust 
stubs.  The plan is from Brian Taylor and wings etc built from an 
Avetek lazercut short kit. Power is from an AXI 5345HD 
brushless motor through a Castle Creations 80 Amp ESC 
swinging a four blade Zinger 20x10 propeller.  At full noise the 
motor draws about 70 Amps and ight times with a 10 cell 
5,500 Lipo are around eight minutes leaving 20% in reserve.  
The aircraft rst ew in November 2014 and Adam says it is a 
delight to y and it sure presents well, just  a bit more V12 
Merlin noise ?

The Mosquito built to 1:6.5 scale was quite something,  again 
another Father and Son project, it rst ew in May 2013.  It was 
built from a Mick Reeves kit, the fuselage and wing stubs etc 
being breglass and the wings outboard being built up from a 
laser cut short kit.  Power is from 2x AXI 5330 brushless motors 
with 80 Amp Castle Creation ESCs from 2x 10 cell 5,300 lipo 
packs driving 19x10 3x bladed Zoar props.  The undercarriage 
is Mick Reeves retracts driven by Lado electric screwjacks.   
Sadly this aircraft was lost during the rally when the outer port 
wing folded due to spar failure.  It is hoped there is enough 
hardware and enthusiasm remaining for John to make a 
rebuild of a beautiful model.

Whilst on the electric theme, John and Kim Clarke, another 
MFHB Father and Son Duo, campaigned this electric powered 
P-51 B.  Built from a 71 inch span ESM kit and modied and re-
painted  by John, it ies in the Swiss Air Force colours.  Power 
is from 2x6cell 5000 Lipos driving an E/Flight brushless motor 
though 120 Amp Castle Creations HV ESC.  Flying weight is 
17.5 pounds and the motor only draws around 50 Amps at full 
power. The plane has ESM electric retracts, and power is 
through a 16x10 APC propeller. John has modied the 
fuselage so that access is now on top through the removable 
canopy/hatch. 

Fig 7 WB Clarke P51B.
During the Rally, Frazer Briggs put on some great freestyle 
demos with his DA200 powered Extra, wowing all present as 
usual.  Sadly, the Briggs family suffered the loss of their 5 Cyl 

Top to bottom:
Beechcraft and Panther belonging to Colin Austen
The Butler collection, Spitre Mk 9E and Mosquito



Moki radial powered La-7 when the front wing bolts decided to 
let go on a fast pass and the death dive of the wingless 
fuselage was pretty terminal. Mike as usual was upbeat 
thinking he might cobble the fuz bits together and create a plug 
and we all know how good he is in that department, here’s 
hoping Mike !
.
This was a great static display over the weekend, creating a lot 
of interest among the visitors and modellers alike. Designed 
and built by Alistair Rivers from Wellington,  an 1/8 scale ying 
boat model of the Short Singapore III that the New Zealand Air 
Force used for maritime surveillance from Fiji, during WW II.  
This a  32 kg model and is powered by four F/S engines, two 
180's in the front and two 90's in the back in pusher  cong.  To 
date the aircraft has only undergone taxi trials and was 
displayed at Warbirds, with a few quick taxi passes on it's 
"Dolly" which has its own RX and steering mechanism.  Alistair 
intends to test y the model off water... when all is ready.  The 
model has a number of fairly complex systems, electrical 
backup, battery and receiver and a pressurised fuel system, as 
well as an engine synchronizing system.  We will follow this 
with interest, good luck Alistair, a brave venture.

The Rally concluded mid aft Sunday with the usual Prize 
giving, and the well deserved recipients were;
World War 1.                  Jeff Clarkson                                                               

Fokker DR1 Triplane
Between the Wars         Warwick Blackman                                       

Avro Tutor
World War 2.                      John Sutherland                                             

FW 190
New Zealand Military    Alastair Rivers                                                   

Singapore 111 

Modern Military              Tony Withey                                                     
Enforcer

Pilots Choice                 Tony Withey                                                     
Enforcer

A fuller coverage of the Rally  can be viewed in the Model 
Flying Hawkes Bay Newsletter at …
http://www.mfhb.org.nz/joomla/index.php?option=com_conte
nt&view=article&id=805:warbirds-over-awatoto-2015-
82&catid=40:general-articles
This turned out to be a very  well attended, well organized and 
enjoyable rally, and we look forward to your participation again 
next, Waitangi weekend 2016, Sat 6th and Sunday 7th 
February.  See you there at Awatoto Field in the lovely Hawkes 
Bay.    Ed,  MFHB.

John and Kim Clarke, father and son duo, campaigned this 
electric powered P-51 B  



The North Island Free Flight Champs were held at Rayner’s 
Farm in Carterton over 13th – 15th March. Twenty people came 
from all over the North Island and from what I could see 
everyone really enjoyed themselves. We had a mix of weather 
but every day was yable and given that cyclone Pam was 
causing havoc further north I think that we were quite lucky with 
the conditions. This was my rst time running the event and I 
have to say that I really enjoyed it.  People were out to have fun 
ying planes and enjoying the company of like-minded people.

Friday dawned with a light nor-easter and sunshine. Open 
events were well supported, particularly Simple Open Glider 
and Open Rubber. Vintage combined was dominated by 
rubber models. Allan Douglas’s beautiful Playboy Senior’s 
engine refused to co-operate with a good run but it certainly 
looked impressive in the short ight it managed.

The wind got up later in the day but despite this four people 
managed to max out in Open Rubber. All agreed that a y off 
would be better delayed until the following morning hoping that 
the southerly front would not arrive until later in the morning.

Saturday 0700 for the y off and the southerly gale was already 
established – delay the y off again. Seven people ew P30 
making it a great contest. In the wind good lift was very hard to 
pick. In the end Trish Smith beat Paul Squires by one second to 
win. It was clear that no one was keen to y other classes in the 
strong wind so I made the decision to run them all on Sunday as 
the forecast was for better weather

Early Sunday and the contestants were all ready for the Open 
Rubber y off by 7:45am. Chris Murphy went rst but his model 
decided to go straight rather than circle and ended up out of 
sight behind a row of trees. Bill McGarvey, Linc Vincent and 
Paul Squires went later and close together. Flight times were 
close and visibility behind trees played in again however it was 
the same for everyone. Bill McGarvey’s Wakeeld just 
managed to beat Linc Vincent’s open rubber class model for 
the win.

My decision to y a lot of classes on the last day meant that 
some of the events on Sunday had only a few competitors but 
no one seemed to mind. The biggest contest was in combined 
catapult, hand launch, tip launch glider. As seems to be the 
trend everyone ew catapult – immensely enjoying except 
perhaps for the rock hard ground taking its toll on bad launches. 
Ouch. Peter Wilson started well but lost his model after a 
couple of ights. Paul Squires took top honours with Terry Tank 
and Graham Lovejoy close behind in second and third places 
respectively.

All in all a great event and well supported. It was great to see 
some old faces returning to Free Flight. Dinner out at the 
Buckhorn and the Indian Taj were also great fun.

Rayner’s is ideal for Free Flight at this time of the year. There 
are no crops, the grass is short and there is minimal stock to be 
worried about. Also the weather is generally kinder to us in 
March than at New Years. Roll on the next one!

Top to bottom:
Allan and Trish work on reluctant sparky.
Steve Wade's lovely Swiss Miss.
P30 podium - Paul Squires (2nd) Trish Smith (1st) Steve Wade 
(3rd)  (G Lovejoy stand-in).
Hi Vis team Vincent and Rob Wallace.
John Malkin with Bob White Wakeeld. Rex Bain and Devon 
Sutcliffe give free advice.



Well if you hadn't heard of, or be partly caught up in the hype 
surrounding mini quadcopter racing at some point in the last 
couple of months then you were probably taking an extended 
holiday on Planet X.

RotorCrossNZ was formed after the successful event held at 
Matamata alongside the MFNZ Nationals. Although the pilot 
numbers were down on those indicated, this was not the case 
at last weekend's event at our own HMAC eld with a huge 
show of interest of 20 plus pilots from around the central to 
upper North Island.

When you included support crew/friends/family and a good 
number of spectators, a good crowd and a long line of cars had 
formed. Light hearted comments could be heard from the 
crowd like......."attack of the drones"......"we've been over 
run"....possibly thrown out there buy certain HMAC members 
..... aahheemm..

The racing was split into two classes. A spec class which 
places limits on motor size/kv rating (2204 / 2300kv), prop size 
(5" max) and battery size (3cell / 11.1v) and an open class 
where anything goes.

Spec class had around 15 entries split into 3 heats and open 
class had around 6 entries with a single heat. Four rounds 
were own on the day which consisted of 16 races lasting 
approx 3 min each. Heat sizes are limited to 5 or 6 pilots 
because that is the maximum amount of 5.8ghz video 
transmitters that we can get working together in the legal ISM 
band range before you start having issues with video overlap. 
The winner was the rst to nish 5 laps and points allocated to 
the position in which you nished. If for any reason you didn't 
nish the race ( 99% of the time this was a spectacular crash 
into the ground, course obstacle or ag ) then no points were 
allocated.

The course itself (which seemed to take an age and a half to 
set up) was roughly based on a gure of eight with a slalom, 
three  y unders and a y over which was above the center y 
under to separate the intersecting ight paths. This course was 
a step up in technicality compared to Matamata and although 
the consensus was that it was a well designed and challenging 
course, it proved to be a bit much for a portion of us FPV pilots 
that found it hard enough to complete a lap at pace let alone 
nish a whole race. Many races nished with only two craft left 
in the air however to be fair, this is the case for most fpv racing I 



have seen to date, because if the course is easier then pilots 
just y even faster resulting in more carnage anyway. In 
essence, some of us, including myself, were just not good 
enough, whether by lack of preparation or lack of skill or a 
mixture of both.
However through all this carnage, I did manage to win the only 
race that I nished, ending in a spectacular wipeout into the 
nishing line ag and emptying the guts of my mini quad across 
the race course. Hey...a win is a win. 

Many of the top placing pilots came from Auckland (there will 
be payback!!!) and the over all pilot placings and allocated 
points are listed below. Those pilots with good points on the 
board are keen to head down to next weekend's race meeting 
in Levin. Pilots only need points from 3 meetings to go towards 
the National championships (early 2016) The idea is to do 4 
meetings and pick the top 3 results. Going to more meetings 
means you can hen peck your top 3 results from a larger pool of 
not so good or better ones giving the dedicated traveling pilots 
an advantage.

Round 1 Hamilton 1st March 2015 Results
SPEC CLASS
1st  Stephan Knapp    100 Points
2nd  Erwin Vendel    89 Points
3rd  Ian Richarrdson    78 Points
4th  Nathan Toia     67 Points
5th=  Chris Jackson, Chris Dorling, 
 Andrew Ferry    56 Points
8th  Danny Steenhuisen    22 Points
9th=  Rob Haskett, Gareth Evans, 
 Christopher Maca, Ryan Haste, 
 Alister Ritchie, Gary Hawkins, 
 Mike Wilson    11 points

OPEN CLASS
1st= Erwin Vendel and Stephan Knapp  100 points
3rd  Chris Jackson    50 Points
4th= Stephen Domigan, Ian Richardson, 
 Gary Hawkins, Ryan Haste   25 Points

A huge amount of thanks goes out to the club for letting the 
group hold the event at our eld, but mostly to the guys that 
made it happen. Matthew Wellington, the driving force behind 
this series and also to Kim Clark who put down his goggles and 
transmitter for the day to help Mathew in the relentless heat, 
keeping up with and counting laps of the tiny quads zooming 
around the course.. . .heat after heat. . .round after 
round....entering data into the laptop and spitting out the pilot 
order for the next round and any frequency changes 
needed....Kim pushing pilots to be ready for their next heat, 
checking and sorting video issues and being ready to start 5 
min after the previous heat. All this demanded constant work 
from Matt and Kim. A huge amount of thanks goes to them for 
this and they did an excellent job of handling the complexities 
of this new type of event.

What this means though is that all pilots at some point are 
going to have to help in lap counting and recording though. It is 
too much for the same guys to be doing this every meeting, nor 
should they be expected to. In the future, things may possibly 
get easier if some kind of medium range RFID tagging system 
is invented/made affordable for automated lap counting.
          
All in all I think this was a hugely successful event and when 
you compare the size of the meeting to the one at Matamata, it 
has quadrupled in size already. One can only imagine how big 



Woken up during the night 
to the sound of heavy rain, 
but with the metservice 
promising ne weather, I 
set off  f rom Home in 
H a w e r a ,  d e s t i n a t i o n 
Jonathan Shorer’s place, 
south of Levin.

Detoured to Palmerston North airport to pick up two 
shady characters from Auckland (Chris Jackson 
and Ian Richardson) , we arrived at Jonathans 
around 10:15 , ready for some FPV multirotor racing 
!

The place was already rocking; Jonathan had spent 
the past few weeks setting up two courses, one in 
the stand of trees, and one out in the eld, 
essentially running around the lake, with some very 
challenging gradient changes. Also set up was a 
gazebo for race control, housing the much needed 
tea/coffee/biscuits and at screen TV , so that’s 
where I set up camp.

Unfortunately the Wellington Helicopter event had 
been cancelled due to the weather, so Cheye Moran 
and fellow iers came up to see what RotorCross 
was all about, Cheye bringing his SPEC class 
machine, and 8 ights under his belt.

Hadley Boks-Wilson made the trip up from 
Wellington, bringing Scott Spooner, who had own 
up from Christchurch . Michael Thompson and 
Jonathan Shorer rounded out our collection of 
racers for the day. 

We also had a collection of spectators from around 
the Manawatu, and Mark Wilson with his Multirotor 
and FPV Bixler ? and Peter Hancox manning the 
BBQ – thanks Peter.

Racing got underway around 11:30, we managed 4 
rounds with 4 heats per round (16 races) and two all 
in races for round 5. 
 
The eld course was challenging, wind speed was 
estimated to be 25 mph gusting to 40 ? you could 
really notice the machines struggling into the wind, 
but it proves wind is no obstacle to FPV racing.

Hadley was running 2.3 GHz video gear, some 
testing was done, and no issues were found with the 
guys on 2.4 GHz control. The day went well, no 
video issues (we have learnt to manage frequencies 
quite well, using the godronex spreadsheet system) 
and keeping 40 mhz separation on the 5.8 GHz 
band is working well.

No serious damage was done, despite Chris 
Jackson breaking almost every spare propeller he 
brought, by comparison Ian Richardson who won 
both spec and open class broke one propeller. Scott 

Spooner managed to cartwheel just about every race, Hadley resorted to 
getting out the trusty V-tail quad, Jonathan keep investigating the long 
grass on the far side of the course, Cheye Moran cooked his motors (and 
I cooked my thumb conrming his motors were hot) and Michael 
Thompson got in some decent races once he sorted his video receiver 
out.
 
There will be another race meeting at Jonathan’s on the 7th of June, so 
come along and check this exciting and rapidly growing race series. If 
you are up north, we will be racing at the NSMAC eld at Dairy Flats, near 
Auckland, May 10th. 
Results
OPEN
1st  Ian Richardson 
2nd= Hadley and Chris 
4th  Scott Spooner 
5th= Cheye and Jonathan

SPEC 
1st  Ian Richardson
2nd  Chris Jackson
3rd  Cheye Moran
4th  Scott Spooner
5th  Michael Thompson 
6th  Hadley Boks-Wilson
7th  Jonathan Shorer
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this could get. But with size will also come the added 
complexity of running this kind of event. There 
seems to be a loose kind of international standard 
that clubs seem to be adopting and I see this being 
built upon hopefully to a point where all the lap 
counting, point scoring and pilot rostering can be 
automated. This will make this kind of event much 
more enjoyable for everyone involved. Especially 
the organisers...Thanks guys. 

Andrew Ferry
HMAC Editor.



A fantastic day out and highly recommended to those who are 
thrill seekers. This could be the way to bring new blood to the 
hobby. It has the technical (electronic) gadgets youngsters love 
and is adrenalin pumping.

Clubs, contact Matt Wellington, FPV SIG, and explore the 
possibilities of ying and exhibiting this new form of 
Aero Modelling to members and the public.

I have been watching the development of Quadcopters and 
FPV for some time now. When an event was advertised to be 
run close to Levin, on the 8th of March, I decided to attend and 
see what it was all about. I had watched the videos but they do 
not do the excitement and skill levels justice.

Looking at the photos and adverts I hadn’t realised the 
MiniQuad is a frame on which the motors, electronics and 
camera are hung. And it’s small – when they are ying I 
wouldn’t have been able to keep up. Similar sentiments were 
shared by other members of the audience including Peter, 
Russ Johnson, Tony Taylor, George and Allan Sissons. 
Although it was pointed out that you don’t watch the model but 
view the course through the Goggles as if in the pilot’s seat.

Jonathan lent me his goggles to watch with and it was amazing 
but still very quick with the background blurring, but no doubt 
you would get used to it. Rather like ying Control Line – 
memories of many happy days ash through the brain.

All the pilots were using 2.4 for ight control and all but one 5.8 
for the video link. There were seven video channels available (I 
think) but with only four models in each heat this doesn’t 
present a problem.

The age of those taking part must have averaged about 28, 
and needed to be with the reexes required. Some had never 
own a “traditional model” and had learnt to y on a simulator 
but this in no way diminished their skill. Watching the twenty 
people present I was in admiration of the slick organisation and 
comradery that was equal to a free ight contest. Each race 
was approximately three minutes duration and contestants 
were ready to go within ve minutes of the call. 

During racing many ew the course very low – we had strong 
winds blowing – and cornered like race cars, as can be 
expected there were some unplanned arrivals but these little 
‘uns can absorb punishment. The normal damage was to the 
props. 

One Quad made me realise we Free Flight’s aren’t the only 
ones to “rest in trees”. See if you can nd a treed Quad in the 
photo. Luckily for the owner a spectator from New Plymouth 
was a tree surgeon. After many failed attempts by others she 
scaled the tree, inserted a timber cross brace and sawed the 
offending branch off. The model descended to its grateful 
owner and the rescuer quietly returned to ground level. There 
appeared to be damage to the prop tips only.
                                                                                                           
Would I attend again – A rousing YES.
Would I compete – no – to old and slow.
Will I try FPV in a slower airframe – yes – and even could try a 
quad.



The drone menace is here! You'd be hard pressed to 
nd someone that didn't know what a drone 
(multirotor) is these days when referred to in the RC 
context. A large portion of MRs are used for 
photography/video purposes but now a new use is 
becoming massive globally - it's Rotorcross FPV 
miniquad racing.
 
So what is Rotorcross?
Rotorcross is split up in to two classes Spec and Open. Spec is 
a limited class and machines need to adhere to a set of 
requirements. These are all 250mm MRs and below in size. 
This keeps the eld reasonably the same and encourages pilot 
skill to win rather than who has the best machine.  Open class 
is just that, bring what you want and is targeted to higher power 
machines.

Rotorcross follows a familiar format to most racing events. 
There is a track which features y-unders, ags to navigate 
around and lots of crashing!  Typically 4-6 pilots are in each 
race and attempt to complete 4 laps. Each pilot competes in 4 
heats throughout the day so there are many heats depending 
on the number of pilots with plenty of action.  Points are 
awarded for the nishing place and totaled at the end of the 
day. Points are only awarded for completing all 4 laps!
 
The rounds are run across all of NZ and split geographically in 
to Central and upper North Island, Lower North Island and 
South Island. Winning rounds in a region means you could be 
champion of the region for bragging rights. There will be a 
nationals Champion of Champions race once all rounds have 
been run.  The events are staggered throughout the year so 
you can attend multiple rounds in different locations.
What do you need to race?
So now you've got a taste of what it is, what about the gear you 
need?  If you want to enter Spec class which is by far the most 
popular so far then you need to have the following gear:

• 250mm quad or smaller
• 3s powered
• 5" props
• Motors no larger than 1806/2204 2300KV
• FPV gear ideally 5.8Ghz (2.4Ghz video is being 

evaluated)
• No GPS mode or Sonar / ying aids
There aren't any strict rules about what controllers you can use 
but there is no ying aids or automation allowed.  This is with 
the exception of angle/horizon self levelling modes. Whilst 
these are aids they will hinder your speed rather help so it's in 
your best interest to use rate mode.
If you want to enter in to Open class then pretty much bring 
anything you like - yes even Phantoms. 
 
What considerations for gear
Ok so now you know the what it is and what you need, what 
about the actual gear? Are there things I need to consider 
when racing?  Lets look at a spec class machine. The rst thing 
you need to know is that you will be crashing - a lot.  The good 
news is unlike most other air based RC stuff these things are 
tough and repairs are cheap - generally.

The rst thing you need to get is a frame - ok so which frame? 
Well for the most part every frame is pretty much the same 
layout. What you need to look for is thick arms and tough 
construction. There is no point getting a frame that is going to 
break arms at the rst hit. You don't want to be racing and be 
out on the rst crash. 
  
Look for frames either Carbon or G10 that have 4mm - 6mm 
arms, anything over 6mm isn't necessary.  While not "needed" 
look for frames with a power distribution board setup. They are 
basically part of the frame that you solder your all your 
electronics to. Makes it cleaner to install your gear as well as 
easy to replace individual parts.  Don't get sucked in to the 
whole weight thing either. As long as your racer isn't really 
heavy (700g+) with small motors you won't have an issue 
competing, aim for around 500 - 600g.  There are advantages 
to having a light frame like easier tuning but mostly saving 
100g won't get you any higher up the grid.

For motors as long as you meet or are below the maximum 
requirements then pick whatever is in your budget.  There are 
a ton of different motors out there but a favourite at the moment 
are the Cobra 2204/2300kv and seem to be signicantly more 



powerful than anything else in the class.  That said it's not all 
about power and if you can nish races you'll likely but high up 
in the points.

You're going to need props, lots of props.  Props are the new 
fuel but are more comparable to tires on a car.  Having a 
selection of props is recommended as they don't all perform the 
same. It's recommend to stick with 2 blade props and 4deg of 
pitch as they give a nice balance between thrust and height 
control.  Brands like Gemfan 5040 (no groans please) and HQ 
5040s are the most popular at present.  Just make sure the 
props are 5" max.
 
Ask 5 Rotorcross guys what ight controller to get and 4 will say 
a Naze32 with Cleanight loaded on it.  The Naze32 is the 
name of hardware board itself and can be bought everywhere. 
This comes with the rmware Baseight by default. Cleanight 
is a new rmware based of it but is updated much more 
frequently, it's become the defacto setup.  One additional 
bonus of Cleanight is that it has a mode called Autotune. This 
get's your racer about 90% of the way tuned for racing without 
having to adjust PIDs.

Converting your battery power in to motor power will require 
some ESCs. Recommended sizes are 12amp capable ESCs. 
You can get away with 10amp but these will get hot with bigger 
motors.  Some current favourites are 12a Afros and Rotorgeek 
12a. Both of these run BLHeli rmware and support a mode 
called Oneshot when used with Cleanight. Oneshot allows for 
super quick responses from the ight controller to the ESCs. 
This makes the whole quad more responsive to throttle and 
corrective inputs. Basically it just makes the whole thing real 
crisp and smooth with fewer oscillations. When ordering ESCs 
make sure you get the rmware asher also for whatever ESC 
you get. For lipos you're looking at usually 3s 1300mah packs. 
Lower C packs will sag under load and if you require that extra 
punch to get ahead on the last lap could be the difference 
between winning and not. Most C ratings on packs are 
complete bogus anyway but aim for 30c and above.
 
One other thing to consider is the FPV video transmitter power. 
Most guys run 500-600mW. I laughed when I heard this and 
asked why they thought they needed that much. Well turns out 
it's not for range as you may think. Mainly its for penetration 
power when ying around and through trees/objects.  I noticed 
a signicant improvement going from 200mW to 500mW.  

Again most tracks don’t have trees in them but it's only a matter 
of time so if you're buying new get something in the 500-
600mW range.

Example setup
For the interests of this article here is the setup I'm running in 
Spec currently. 
•  XHover MXP230 G10 frame
• Rotorgeek 12a ESCs
• Cobra 2204/2300KV Motors
• Naze32 with Cleanight & Oneshot enabled

Now I'm intrigued where do I get more info?
The Rotorcross website is currently under development but the 
URL will be www.rotorcross.co.nz.  The best place for 
information is our Facebook page where you can nd out 
what's going on and when events are https://www.facebook.
com/groups/rotorcrossnz/ 

If you want to see some of the action for the most recent events 
you can head over to the YouTube channel too.  There are 
videos coming in all the time so subscribe and check back often 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/ UCB6v_J84b63KWuuf9os
KAaw (Easiest to just google Rotorcross NZ Youtube) 

There are a bunch of people in each Region you can get hold of 
and you'd be surprised how many people around the country 
are already ying. Check out the Facebook page for area 
contacts or post to nd people in your area.

• Sony 600tvl Cam
• Skyzone TS58500 500mW VTX
• HQ, Gemfan, FC props (depends on day)
• Skyzone Goggles
 



Sometimes the rst major contest of the year 
seem to roll up just far too quickly, this year being 
particularly unorganised after being away for six 
months beforehand.

Usual issues with elds, it only seems to get 
worse in Matamata. Wilcox's elds were all in 
crop , Matijesavitch only came through a few 
days before hand. Weather forecast a week out 
was not looking promising with high winds 
forecasted. 

This year we split the contest into Open and 
Sportsman Radian ALES in a bid to attract a 
wider entry.

Good to see some old friends back, Scott, John 
Dolphin and Dave Morgan. Thanks to the 
Matamata Piako Soaring Club for the use of the 
Bunkhouse and the clubrooms where we were 
able to put together an impromptu BBQ on 
Saturday night. Thanks to Ted for chasing up the 
paperwork and money for the cabins and contest. 
The job is a real P.I.A. Thanks to Joe and Jason 
for getting the loo there and back.

Flying…. For some it looked straight forward but 
for us mere mortals there was more than enough 
to give us grief in more than one round. I think the 
weather was perfect at the end of the day, Not to 
easy at times but good enough to keep the 
contest ticking over. We achieved 12 rounds of 
Premier Duration and 10 rounds of ALES Radian, 
about 250 competition ights for the weekend. 
Most of us showed that more landing practice 
was required. Perhaps next year Sportsman will 
be tightened up to allow more rounds of PD.

All ‘n’ all a perfect soaring weekend away, no 
dramas and everyone went home intact

Top to bottom:
ALES Radian launch
Joe Wurtz launches for Richard Thompson
Group of yers about to launch



How did you become interested in RCModeling (RCM)?
Mike - My mother started me off when I was just ve with a little 
balsa glider. Later, I met some guys that ew at a eld ½ mile 
from our house. I joined the club there and some guys helped 
me out. “Thanks, Roskill Modelers.”

We had a guy who was one of the famous ve from the 1960 
world championship in England. He was going around to the 
various clubs in NZ trying to generate interest and asked the 
club to sponsor a ‘junior’ for the Nats and I was selected. So I 
had all my expenses paid by the club. We went by train and 
spent 10 days at the NZ Nationals…this was ’61-’62.

There I won hand-launch glider and I took a third place in free-
ight scale. This was at age 15. And it took me another 10 years 
to place rst again in ’71-’72…there were a lot of 2nd and 3rd in 
between…NZ junior/senior record holder.

Just before I left NZ, I did dabble in radio ight and that was with 
a Royal Galloping Ghost and Futaba radio.

You’re originally from New Zealand.
I’m a New Zealander. (Said with pride. ~Ed) Had a buddy in NZ 
and he said why don’t I go to the states. I was single, but 
couldn’t go directly to the states, so I immigrated to Canada in 
’75…did some commercial sheet metal there and a little 
aviation work…worked in Alaska and then into the states.

I’m an aircraft engineer by profession for 28 years fulltime and 
10 years part-time. Currently, I’m a maintenance mechanic for 
Munroe Hospital…getting close to retirement.

I’ve had two careers: I had an aviation career and, parallel to 
that, I had a modeling career…made a living making models.

What advice would you give someone interested in RCM?
Go for it! If you’re interested, join a club. Get in with a bunch of 
guys. The biggest draw back is the cost. Back when, if you 
wanted to build a model it was cheap. Now you got your club 
membership, AMA – this covers your ying generally plus 
you’re insured. Then you got to buy your radio and model, so 
it’s rather hard for say a young kid that comes along that he’s 
looking at $5-600 to start with. A lot of these kids come from 
single parent homes and I really don’t know what to do to 
overcome it. There are a lot of cheap models available that you 
can buy and y, but any boy that’s interested, I would 
encourage and say, “Come along to the club and we’ll go from 
there… quite a few guys will probably give you stuff to get you 
started.”

KennyWorld’s not the closest eld to you. Why the 
OWLS?
Well, we went to all the other clubs…Ocala, Dunnellon and 
others…but just liked the OWLS’ eld. It was relaxed 
ying…few rules…just behave yourself and be careful ying. 
No politics…very nice people there. So, Shaun & I decided to 
join the club in 2008. We checked out all the other clubs and 
weren’t too crazy about the numbers and politics. At the time 
we were mainly free-ight, so could only y Sunday afternoons 
at the other elds. At the OWLS we can y anytime.

Did you ever y full-scale?
Shaun’s got 8 hours toward his private pilot’s license in a 
Cessna 172. So he has full size experience, which has helped 
him with his radio ying. I’m an A&P mechanic, not a pilot, but 
I’ve own rightseat many hours. I’m an engineer, but I cover the 
whole eld: engines, air frames, a little avionics, hydraulics, 
electrical, pneumatic, sheet metal, painting, aircraft salvage 
and rebuilding, general maintenance. I’ve done it all. 
maintained a Huey Medivac Heli in Naples for 3 years. And 
seaplanes … I’ve worked on a lot of seaplanes … and that was 
great. 

Some Rumination.....

On High Performance Diesel Power
So we ew diesels ‘cause we liked them, and they were alright 
for radio up to a point. They didn’t develop the power of a glow, 
but they could swing a larger prop at a slower speed, and you 
could y about 20 minutes on two ounces of fuel. We added 
amyl nitrate as an octane booster, which in the medical eld is a 
heart stimulant so you had to be careful when you mix it up or 
your heart would go pitter-patter-pitterpatter. (laughs)

On Building Models:
Shaun & I do things a little different. We build models: Delta 
saucers, autogyros, pterodactyls. Not just the straight airplane, 
you know? I was the same in free-ight, but Shaun’s been 
fortunate enough from day one growing up with a knife in his 
hand. From about ve years old or so, he’s been exposed to all 
these different types of models that I used to y or my friends 
ew, and he’s built a lot of them. So he can build anything, install 
the radio, run and maintain engines. Some little things I still help 
him with…other things he has learned to do and gone way 
beyond anything I can do. He is a highly skilled modeller.

Mike’s Hand-Launch Story
It was the ‘61-‘62 NZ NATS. On 
the last ight of the rst day, I lost 
a glider at about two in the 
afternoon. A farmer was out in 
the eld with his sheep about 
6:30 that night and saw it coming 
in and land amongst his ock. So 
we know it was ying from the 
racecourse we were ying at. It 
was recovered on the way home 
… had gone 26 miles in just over 
4 hours. It was a very advanced 
design for its time – named 
Zingara.

On a Father’s Pride:
I dabbled a little bit in 
radio, but I  mainly 
encouraged Shaun. I 
like to see him excel. 
I’ve built quite a few 
models, and he ies 
them occasionally, but 
he l ikes the power 
planes. I mainly do it for 
him to make sure he 
enjoys the hobby, and I 
g e t  t h e  b e n e  t  o f 
watching without any 
hard work. (laughs) 
And to have a son that 
enjoys the hobby as 
much as you do and be 
able to teach him and 
watch him take those 
lessons and go way 
beyond what you could 
e v e r  d o  a n d  b e 
s u c c e s s f u l  i s  a 
wonderful thing. And it’s 
been that way for 30 
years. Not to forget my 
wife, who has put up 
with both of us all these 
years…and she still 
supports us.



On Building: ~ Shaun
This is an F4 Phantom, a Dumas kit. (“See the 
exhaust there, he turned them out,” says Mike.) It’s all 
1/8th inch sheet laminated and belt sanded to get the 
outside. The inside is bored out with a drill press and 
drum sander. This concave area (above the exhaust 
ports) is copy paper with a balsa pattern printed on 
each side. Then I cut out the parts.

Prominently displayed in their living room 
is this amazing hand-crafted ‘Ocean-Going Tug’ I built this 
over a 15 year period. Patterned after an Ocean-Going Tug 
used by the Shell Oil Company in Indonesia, the full size is 150’ 
long with a range of 6000 miles. All the lights work. It weighs 68 
pounds, has two electric motors, two reduction gear boxes, 
two 4-blade props, forward and reverse. Ran it once in the bath 
tub, and it put out a rooster tail about 4’ in the air. It’s capable of 
pulling two people in a row boat.

Airboats…
“We took a couple of our 
airboats out to the eld 
when it was raining and 
ran them over the wet
grass.”

Bond … James Bond
I met a guy in Naples (FL) that had a sheet metal part he 
needed repaired. I asked him what it was from, and he said it 
was from the autogyro, Little Nellie, used in a James Bond 
movie. I never did see the whole airplane, but I xed the part for 
him. That shows you, it’s a small world.

Always Been on the Cutting Edge
In New Zealand, 1968, I did a model for the FAA. It was a model 
of a modied Stearman with an R-1340 single-row Pratt & 

Whitney engine. At that particular 
time, it was the largest single engine 
AG plane in the world. The load it 
could carry was the greatest of any 
plane at the time. In order to get the 
airplane certied in the states, I built a 
model of it so the FAA could have 
something to refer to as it went 
through the certication process. The 
ai rp lane eventual ly  went into 
production up here in Marianna near 
Pensacola. There was another 
company that built it in Texas, also.

And what are the father & son team working on now?
An Osprey Autogyro powered by a nose mounted engine. The 
dual hand-crafted wing mounted rotors rotate freely in the wind 
to provide lift

I n  T h e  H a n g a r 
With… is a regular 
feature on the OWLS 
w e b s i t e  t h a t 
spotlights members 
of the One Wing Low 
Squadron.



SIG
RC SCALE
Peter Hewson

RC Scale Committee
Peter Hewson (Chair)    ChCh   03 358 4022  
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz      022 088 4766
Graham Smithson     Nelson   03 5476892   
g-smithson@xtra.co.nz
Les Morris   Nelson   03 547 8118
morrisrovers@hotmail.com
Peter Rumble    Matamata     07 883 3349
peter.rumble@xtra.co.nz
Steve Warner  Whakatane    
steve.warner@nz.abb.com
Neil Schrader          Wellington    04 384 8326    
adbiz@clear.net.nz
Peter Salmond     Otago/Southland   03 208 9609  
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz
Roger Gibbs  Auckland      021 422 744
roger@osl.org.nz

Please feel free to talk to these guys about scale matters, 
projects etc. in your area. It is their job to promote and foster RC 
Scale in their region.

New Polikarpov I -16

The Polikarpov I-16 was the rst low wing cantilever ghter with 
retractable landing gear. Produced in the mid -1930’s it was 
known as the “Rata” (rat) by the Nationalists in the Spanish 
Civil War, and as the “Mosca” (y) by the Republicans.  Jeremy 
McLean has been building the famous Russian ghter and 
shares his interest in the project:

I always liked the Polikarpov I16’s that used to y at the 
Wanaka Airshow. The combination of huge radial power and 
tiny airframe made for an appealing cartoonish style prole. 
Unfortunately they have long been sold and moved overseas.I 
have wanted to model one for years, but only relatively recently 
got my butt into gear. 

My model is scratch built off 3‐views downloaded from the 

internet. The size of the model was based around a large 
electric motor that I already had, a Nuemotor, capable of 
around 12kg of thrust at around 2.5Kw on 10 cells running 
around a 22 inch prop. Doing a few quick calc’s I worked out I 
wanted about a 160 size glow (around 30cc gas) plane. I think 
the motor is a pretty good choice as the model sports a 15 inch 
round cowl, a glow/gas motor of similar output would only spin 
about an 18 inch, leaving only a small amount of prop proud of 
the cowl. This setup should give a very lively performance with 
a good ight time.

The model is just over 1950mm span. I am hoping to keep it 
around 5kg all up. The model is all wood including the cowl, 
fully sheeted and covered in three quarter ounce glass and 
resin. It uses 20 gram servos for each elevator half and ailerons 
and a standard size for the rudder. I have not installed aps, but 
they could be easily added if they turn out to be needed. 
Retracts are Hangar 9 ‘150 size’ servo operated units originally 



intended (but a little light) for our 50cc Typhoons (Alex 
Hewson’s and mine). The wheels are Dubro 6 inch vintage 
wheels. 

I am hoping no lead will be required in the nose. The motor, 
batteries, speed controller and BEC are all directly behind the 
cowl openings. The rudder and elevator servo's and receiver 
are xed to the rewall. 

There was a wee bit of cheating when drawing the plans: the 
nose is about an inch longer than scale, this was to reduce the 
need for added nose weight. Also there is about an additional 
couple of inches in fuse and the vertical stabiliser is about 30% 
bigger to try and help the model track better, and generally be 
more stable. Plenty of washout has been added to the wingtips. 
I am currently making a foam mould to vacuum form the 
canopy. I am also making a turned carved balsa spinner, as 
there appears to be nothing available commercially.

Photo 1 shows the spinner completed and awaiting paint.  The 
spinner itself is solid balsa (laminated from 3/8 sheet), shaped 
on my small metal lathe with the assistance of a cardboard 
prole taken from a 3 view plan. Covered with half ounce glass 
and lled. The spinner cone sits recessed into a 5mm ply back 
plate(also shaped and recessed in my lathe). Fingers crossed it 
will hold together at 8000 rpm, although I am fairly optimistic 
that it will. The prop is a wooden electric specic from 
Hobbyking. It was a 24 inch, but has been reduced 22 inch with 
a more scale tip shape.�

The mould for the canopy has been CNC cut from foam. The 
shape was 3d modelled in Autodesk Inventor as we have a 
copy at work. The toolpaths were generated by a new program I 
am trialling called MeshCAM. The milled foam has been 
sanded and lled. I have made a small vacuum table and hope 
to give vacuum forming a try some time, I just have to wait for 
the Mrs to be out so I can borrow the kitchen stove for heating 
the plastic.

Only a small step-up to full size modelling
For those modellers who have been building large RC models 
and wondering where to go next, this story is for you.

Our club captain, Craig Clapham, is building a full size RV6. 
Craig is an ATR72 pilot for Air NZ and he has always been keen 
on building his own homebuilt aircraft. He decided on the RV6 
because of its reliability and cost. It is a popular aircraft with 
parts readily available and there is expertise on the internet 
which is useful about its construction. He has been working on 
the assembly for the last 4 years and anticipates spending 
another 4‐6 years on it. He has purchased a Lycoming 160hp 

engine (ex Robinson helicopter engine) and imported the kit 
from various sources here and overseas.

Craig is taking his time with the RV6 and trying to get things as 
perfect as he can. He describes the aircraft as a large model, 
but with riveting being a signicant difference between 
constructing this aircraft and that of a model. He has built simple 
jigs to align parts successfully and he has gained a lot of 
condence in building from detailed plans. Just like many 
modellers, he has started with the tail feathers and control 
surfaces and is soon to start on the fuselage.



Warbirds Over Awatoto
a spectator’s view from behind the rope.

 There’s a good review of this wonderful annual scale event on the MFHB site 
(http://mfhb.org.nz/joomla/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=
805:warbirds-over-awatoto-2015-82&catid=40:general-articles) and also 
elsewhere in this magazine, but it might be of interest to include a few photos 
from a rst-time visitor to Warbirds Over Awatoto. Richard Tier was up from 
Christchurch and wandered as a spectator around the site marveling at some 
of the great models on display. As the secretary of the McLeans Island Club he 
was also very impressed by the facilities and the organization behind such a 
large y-in.

SIG

The biggest Pylon event of the year, beside the Nationals, is 
approaching fast. The Waikato Pylon Championships is about 
to make a comeback after a few years absence. The very much 
sort after 'Alf Leong Pylon trophy' will once again be awarded to 
the top place pilot at this event. This trophy goes back many 
years and it is an honor to have your name on it. 

E Pylon will have it's rst ofcial event at this Championships 
also, with the new rules now ratied we hope to see this class 
grow over the next few months. Most models own in this class 
up until now have been one off own designs but with plenty of 
ARF kits out there this will only be good for the class.  We will 
have a full report ready for the next MFW. 

Some of the more observant amongst us will have noticed the 
minimum weight error in both Quickie 500 classes. The rule 
reads a minimum weight of 3.75lbs or 1600grams. It should 
read 3.75lbs or 1700grams. As we have been running to the 
1600g rule up until now we will be rectifying the error at the start 
of the new season starting on the 1st August. This will not affect 
most of us as it is very difcult to build under 1.7kg. So before 
the new season starts please check you min. weights. 
That's it for now, see you all at a Pylon Event soon. 

John Danks

Adam Butler organizing with James Danby (Granny) guiding John 
Knox and Noeline Craighead calling for Ross

Upper NI Pylon Calendar 2015 Season   
   

April 26th. JR Airsail Aireld
   
May 31st. Paul Clausen Farm
   
June 28th. XG8 Prize Draw JR Airsail Aireld
   
Locations; Paul Clausen Farm     

244 Telephone Rd., Puketaha.
   
  JR Airsail Aireld 299 Native Rd.,  

Pukekawa.



Sep  NDC, #168 Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10) 
Sep  SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Sep  SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Sep  Sat 12 F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
Sep  Sun 13 F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
Sep  Sat 26 NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Sep  Sun 27 NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Oct   NDC, #169 Slope Distance Class F 
Oct   NDC, #197 ALES 123 Class N 
Oct   NDC, #198 ALES Radian Class P 
Oct   NDC, #199 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores) 
Oct   NDC, #200 FAI F3F  
Oct   Fri 2  SI F3K Southern Fling, Christchurch
Oct   Sat 3 SI F3K Southern Fling, Christchurch
Oct   Sun 4 SI F3K Southern Fling, Christchurch
Oct   Sat 17 NI F3K Event #4, TBA
Nov  NDC, #219 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Nov  NDC, #220 ALES 200 Class N (Scoring per 3.13.7) 
Nov  NDC, #221 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider) 
Nov  SI Aerotow Rally, Waimate

President 
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470 
Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy (Tauranga), Scott 
Chisholm, Dave Grifn and Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Joe 
Wurts (Hawkes Bay)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com 
News & info at:
http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s / N Z - S o a r i n g -
SIG/122980667806846
Postal address: 
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412

Go to www.nzmaa.org.nz/interest/soaring.htm to download the 
2015 Soaring calendar. 

Not much this time from the SIG. The Soaring champs & F3J 
team selection are completed so expect a write-up and results 
in the next issue.

2015 Soaring Calendar
Apl   NDC #63 ALES 200 Class N (Scoring per 3.13.7) 
Apl   NDC #64 ALES Radian Class P 
Apl   NDC #93 FAI F3F  
Apl   NDC #94 Thermal D (F500) 
Apl   Sat 25   Aero-tow Rally, Omarama
Apl   Sun 26  Aero-tow Rally, Omarama
May  NDC, #95 Thermal B (10 min) 
Jun   NDC, #110 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores) 
Jun   NDC, #tba ALES Radian Class P 
Jun   Sat  13 NI F3B Event #3, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jun  Sun 14 NI F3B Event #3, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jun  Sat  27 NI F3K Event #3
Jul   NDC, #121 Thermal A (Open)
Jul   NDC, #122 FAI F3F
Jul   NDC, #133 ALES 123 Class N
Jul   SI Aerotow Rally. Dates TBA Blenheim (BMAC) ARA Field
Jul  Sun 19 - Sun 26 FAI WC World Champs FAI F3K, Croatia
Aug  NDC, #134 Slope Distance Class F 
Aug  NDC, #135 Thermal B (10 min) 
Aug  NDC, #136 X5J Unlimited Class O 
Aug  Sat 15 NI F3B Event #4, Matamata
Aug  Sun 16 NI F3B Event #4, Matamata
Sep  NDC, #147 Thermal D (F500) 
Sep  NDC, #165 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7) 
Sep  NDC, #166 ALES Radian Class P 
Sep  NDC, #167 Slope Pylon Class G 

FAI World Champs teams
By the time that this goes to press, the New Zealand F3J 
soaring team trials will have been completed at the 

Christchurch SoarChamps on the last weekend in March. The 
last four F3J teams have done very well, gaining team medals 
for all four world championships.  We can only hope that this 
standard of performance continues in the future!

The current F3K team has been practicing and organizing the 
logistics for the upcoming world championships in Croatia this 
July.  The team is composed of Alex Hewson, Kevin 
Botherway, Joe Wurts, with MFNZ prez Jonathon Shorer in the 
role of team manager to keep the team in sharp focus for the 
challenging event.  The team has been working on their 
equipment to ensure that they have the best capability (all will 
be using Snipes and JR radios).  As the time gets closer to the 
world championships, the team will be ne tuning their ying 
skills in the hope of continuing their gold and silver medal 
performances at the rst two F3K world championships.  
Special thanks go to MFNZ, Vladimirs Models, and JR for the 
support provided to the team.



SIG
Graham Main

The SIG Committee is:
Chairman: Wayne Cartwright  (Hamilton)
Secretary:  Graham Main  (Whangarei)
Treasurer: Rex Bain  (Hamilton)
Members: Mark Venter  (Christchurch)
  Allan Knox  (Blenheim)
  Gary Burrows  (Christchurch)
  Bernard Scott  (Hamilton)
  Don Mossop (Bay of Plenty)

Vintage SIG Tuakau Vintage & Classical Events 18/19th 
Feb 2015
This was an enjoyable event.  Numbers were down a bit, and 
the available ying time was short for those wanting to y 
several classes.  Weather was good on Saturday morning, but 
a gusty westerly came up in the early afternoon – yable but 
not enjoyable.  Conditions were excellent on Sunday after 
drizzle lifted about 10.30.

After a good introduction at the Nationals, the new 1/2E Texaco 
rules again worked well, with a strong entry.  Entries in E 
Texaco have also taken off. The new Tomboy rules were a 
success, with the intended shorter ights in E Tomboy.

Stardust Specials have arrived!  Keith Trillo’s went especially 
well in 1/2E. Thanks to the Tuakau club for excellent 
organization and hospitality.  .

Gareth Newton Memorial Vintage Meet 7th & 8th Feb 2015
Thanks to the Levin Club for the use of their eld a good 
number of iers attended the 2014 Gareth Newton meeting. 
Overall there were 10 individuals competing in 9 events, 5 RC 
and 4 FF with 27 entries over the 2 days.

Some good ying was had with some good times put in on 
individual ights. Local club members provided lunch both 
days with John Selby of Wellington being the CD. A full report 
will be in the March/April 2015 issue of the AVANZ News due 
out late April. 
 
Rules Update
The latest Rules, dated January 2015, incorporating the 
changes approved at the 2015 AGM and the new 1/2E and E 
Texaco rules are now on the MFNZ website. Copies may also 
be obtained from the Vintage SIG Secretary by e-mail 

AVANZ Vintage Plans Hire 
Due to the digitisation process we can now make all plans 
available to MFNZ members free of charge. Plans will be in pdf 
format and if they have been processed will be available on 
request. If they are still being worked on they may take a while 
to be processed. Please do not request more than around 
three plans at a time. Send all plans requests to 
avanz.plans@xtra.co.nz.

Vintage Newsletter 
A Vintage Newsletter (AVANZ News) is available by E-mail 
FREE to all MFNZ members by contacting the Vintage SIG 
Secretary. This Newsletter comes out every 2 months with 
details of Vintage models, events and ideas. 

Vintage E-mail list 
The Vintage SIG has an e-mail list that contacts those MFNZ 
interested in Vintage model ying, keeping them up to date 
with Vintage model affairs if you wish to be added to this list 
please contact the Vintage SIG Secretary by e-mail at 
gramain@xtra.co.nz   

Above: Keith Trillo launches his 12E Texaco Stardust Special on
a test ight
Below: Doug Bounton with his E Rubber Texaco Jimmie Allen 
Skokie



Feedback and Comment
This is always very welcome. Please send your comments to 
either Wayne Cartwright at wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz or 
Graham Main at gramain@xtra.co.nz.

Tomboy Postal Event
The Tomboy Postal event is continuing for the 2015 year. It is 
again for the 36 inch version of Vic Smeed’s Tomboy using 
either IC or electric power .The new 2015 rules have been 
posted to the Vintage pages on the MFNZ website. The contact 
for this event is Allen Teal, 18 Cameron Street, Papakura 2110 
or email to: allen@tealcare.org. All scores through the year will 
be published in the Leader Boards section of AVANZ News.

Leader Boards
The Top Ten Leader Boards 2014 have been nalised and the 
results published in AVANZ News.  Congratulations to all at the 
top of the Boards, and to all who made the Top Ten in each 
class. The 2015 Leader Boards are now open and already 
have many postings.  Only the RC classes have Leader 
Boards this year. Remember, scores from events run directly 
by the SIG are posted automatically, but all others – from NDC, 
c lub y ing and pr ivate y ing – must  be sent  to 
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz.  

Future SIG Events 2015 

May 23rd and 24th 2015 JR Airsail Vintage Contest and 
Rally at Pukekawa

Host:    JR Airsail (John Danks) 
Contacts:      Contest CD - Wayne Cartwright, 
  07 210 0298  
  wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz 

This is a combined contest and rally.  All contest classes are 
own both days – contestants y the classes they wish at any 
time they choose – and rally ying throughout the weekend, 
subject to the contest-landing circle remaining free.  

Classes own to the rules published in the Vintage page of the 
MFNZ website:

Vintage: Precision, IC Duration, Open Texaco, A Texaco, 
1/2A Texaco E Duration, 1/2E Texaco, E Texaco, E 
Rubber Texaco 

Classical:  Precision, IC Duration, E Duration 
Tomboy:  IC and Electric – best two ights of three attempts 

using a 180-maH battery with model specications 
as published in AVANZ News.

Special notes: 
1. Each contestant may make multiple entries in each 

class, subject to different
               model(s) being used for each entry.
2. Classical Precision has been added for the 2015 

season.  This class is in the Rules – as for Vintage 
Precision but for designs from 1951 – 75, and no 
age bonus. 

The Vintage SIG gratefully acknowledges J R Airsail (John 
Danks) for the use of their eld.

  

Also National Decentralised Vintage Events throughout 
the year

David Gush and his wife Helen after another record breaking
ight with the Rocket Stick E Rubber job
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